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Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging paradigm branded
by heterogeneous technologies composed of smart ubiquitous objects that are
seamlessly connected to the Internet. These objects are often deployed in open
environments to provide innovative services in various application domains
such as smart cities, smart health, and smart communities. These IoT devices produce a massive amount of confidentiality and security-sensitive data.
Thus, security of these devices is very important in order to ensure the safety
and effectiveness of the system. In this paper, a decentralized authentication
and access control mechanism is proposed for lightweight IoT devices and is
applicable to a large number of scenarios. The mechanism is based on the
technology of the fog computing and the concept of the public blockchain.
The results gained from the experiments demonstrate a superior performance
of the proposed mechanism when compared to a state-of-the-art blockchainbased authentication technique.
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1 Introduction
The Internet of things (IoT) is an emerging technology, which acts as an enabler to interconnect intelligent and self-configurable devices “things” to establish an efficient and dynamic platform for communication and collaboration [1,
6]. These devices are heterogeneous and resource-constrained in term of storage, power and computation [3]. According to the recent study published by
Gartner, the number of connected devices will raise up to 20 billion by the year
2020 [2]. Currently, IoT participates in almost every field of life (e.g., healthcare
and transportation), while there are several IoT applications that automate
daily processes (i.e., home automation). These applications include intelligent
waste management systems, intelligent transportation systems, smart grid,
smart parking, environmental monitoring, traffic management and multiple
other applications [3, 31, 56].
IoT devices generate a huge amount of data, some of which may be confidential. For example, in smart health-care systems, the devices attached to
patients generate sensitive data, such as patient personal health status. This
data is then, sent to the hospital and is constantly monitored to trigger alarms
in emergency situations. Thus, the security of these devices along with the
sensed data is essential to ensure the normal behaviour of the IoT system
because all-important decisions made by the IoT system are based on this
sensed data [32]. If any malicious device gets into the IoT network, it may
disrupt the normal functionality of the system and result in disastrous situations. There are several dimensions of IoT security including data aggregation
[44], confidentiality [45], integrity [46], availability [47] and non-repudiation
[48]. However, authentication and access control are the first line of defence,
which limits data access to only those with the correct permissions. Mutual
authentication between IoT devices and other systems is an integral part of
secure IoT systems to ensure data confidentiality and integrity, Otherwise,
these systems will be vulnerable to a variety of potential security threats, such
as unauthorized access, information theft, and data alteration [4].
IoT systems are expected to operate in a distributed manner with a stringent minimum-delay requirement so, that, devices from various IoT systems
can interact with each other to provide value-added services. Therefore, distributed security measurements are required to secure such systems. Existing
security approaches (such as authentication mechanisms) are not suitable for
IoT systems because of their centralized nature and scalability issues. Moreover, the need for delay-sensitive authentication and access control mechanisms has become even more imperative for systems where IoT devices are
often resource-constrained and heterogeneous and must operate and perform
in safety-critical settings. For example, a battery-powered aerial drone may
need to authenticate with multiple command stations in a short period for
the exchange time-critical data [11]. Latency issues can be addressed by employing fog nodes that put a substantial amount of communication, control,
storage and management at the edge of a network as opposed to establishing
dedicated channels to a more centralized remote infrastructure [33, 34].
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The recent emerging blockchain technology can be a suitable solution to
provide authentication and access control services in IoT [3, 35], mainly due to
its decentralized nature and cryptographic properties. Blockchain was initially
utilized in the money exchange protocol known as Bitcoin. However, security
experts around the world are concentrating on the blockchain to fortify privacy
and security issues in IoT. The characteristics of blockchain such as improved
reliability, unforgeability and fault tolerance make blockchain a good solution
for authentication problems. Blockchain also allows the integration of smart
contracts that offer a fine-grained access control mechanism for IoT devices.
Moreover, the blockchain technology and fog computing offer good grounds
to build and manage distributed and decentralized trust and security solutions for time-sensitive fog-enabled IoT systems [34]. For example, the work
of [54] proposed a blockchain-based framework for securing connected and autonomous vehicles. Similarly, the authors in [55] presented a profitable and
energy-efficient cooperative fog-based solution for IoT services.
Benefiting from the characteristics of fog computing and the distributed
nature of blockchain, we propose a delay-sensitive blockchain-enabled authentication and access control mechanism for IoT systems. The main contributions
of this paper are given below:
– A novel decentralized mechanism that provides authentication and access
control to create a controlled and secured environment for IoT systems.
– A proof-of-concept of the proposed mechanism with results that show
clearly its ability to meet the IoT security requirements.
– Comparison with a state-of-the-art IoT authentication technique to evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism.

1.1 Use Case Study - Smart Hospital
We use smart hospital as a case study due to its significance in IoT-based
smart city scenarios. Moreover, it helps in better understanding the research
problem and analyzing the importance of intra-system communication between
IoT devices from different systems.
IoT systems are now transforming from centralized to distributed systems
in which two or more IoT systems need to communicate with each other to
provide valued services to users. Such a scenario is presented [36], in which the
example of a smart healthcare system is presented. In the given scenario, a patient is discharged from a hospital, but he/she is still required to remain under
observation. The doctors attach health monitoring devices such as heartbeat
sensors and blood pressure monitoring devices to the body of the patient before he/she leaves the hospital. These devices sense the heart-beat and blood
pressure of the patient and send it to the hospital system through a secure
channel. However, these devices will also communicate with the devices of the
patient’s smart home. For instance, an emergency alarm that will be triggered
automatically if the condition of the patient becomes critical. To check the
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availability of hospital beds in a smart city, the devices belonging to the hospitals must communicate with each other so that the correct count of hospital
beds can be provided. The interaction between devices from multiple systems
led to the formation of a distributed system. Therefore, to ensure the existence
of legitimate devices in these systems, a distributed authentication mechanism
is required. In such a mechanism, if a device is authenticated with one system,
it does not need to be re-authenticate with other systems. Such as in our example, if the medical sensor device is authenticated with the hospital system,
it need not to be authenticated again with the smart home.
Furthermore, the use of access control is also critical in distributed systems
where devices belong to different systems [7]. If access control policies are not
defined in distributed systems, any device can have access to the data of any
system without any restriction that could cause security or privacy issues. An
access control mechanism that supports the distributed nature of IoT systems
is of imperative need. Moreover, in centralized access control mechanisms,
every system defines its own access control policies. Thus, the scope of the
policies is limited to individual systems and is not suitable for distributed
environments.

1.2 Problem Statement
Authentication and authorization are indispensable means to achieve the identification of legitimate entities and secure the communication in a network. Due
to the heterogeneous and resource-constrained nature of IoT devices, conventional mechanisms are not appropriate and thus, a lightweight authentication
mechanism is needed that requires low computation power, less storage capacity and have low latency and communication overhead. Current state-of-the-art
authentication and authorization mechanisms proposed for IoT are centralized
and offer high communication overhead, which results in higher energy consumption. In centralized mechanisms, such as in [30, 8], either Trusted Third
Party (TTP) or Centralized Authority (CA) is usually required for authentication and authorization of IoT devices. Such mechanisms are highly prone to
security threats, scalability and single point of failure issues. Moreover, in case
of a Third Trusted Party (TTP), privacy concerns rise, which causes less reliability and confidence in data sharing. To overcome these issues, a decentralized
authentication and authorization mechanism is proposed in [11], but it has limited scope in communication. The principal issue in this mechanism is that the
devices can only communicate with the devices of its own group. The devices
are not allowed to communicate with the devices belonging to other groups
or systems. Additionally, communication overhead is also an issue where the
number of messages required for the completion of the authentication process
is significantly high. For example, the authentication mechanisms proposed in
[9] require at least 5 and 8 exchanges of association messages for authentication. This may not only add an additional delay, but also uses extra resources
of the resource-constrained IoT devices.
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1.3 Paper Structure
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the blockchain technology and presents the related work. Section 3 explains our decentralized
blockchain based mechanism. The experimental set up and results are articulated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and identifies some
future work.
2 Background
This section first provides a brief overview of the blockchain technology, followed by a discussion on state-of-art authentication and access control mechanisms for IoT.
2.1 Blockchain
Blockchain can be defined as a distributed ledger that maintains permanent
records of transactions executed and processed in the network. The blockchain
is decentralized in nature and applied on a peer-to-peer network. Each node of
the network on which blockchain is implemented maintains a full copy of the
ledger. On the validation of each transaction, these ledgers update continuously
[10].
The blockchain was initially conceived as the financial transaction protocol
and was first used in Bitcoin. However, its characteristics such as unforgeability, decentralized nature and fault tolerance make it suitable for the cybersecurity ecosystem. Currently, there are several security mechanisms [11, 26, 27]
including authentication and access control that use the blockchain technology
to provide the essential security parameters to secure a system. The ledger includes the number of blocks that are chained together with a hash mechanism.
Each block consists of two parts in which the first part contains the number
of transactions that are executed and validated. These transactions could be a
health record, a financial transaction, or a network communications message.
These mechanisms are organized using different data structures. For example,
in the Merkle tree data structure, the reverse hash mechanism is used, and
the central root hash saved as the block hash [19]. The second part of the
block is called block header in which the header information like transaction
time-stamp, hash of that block and hash of the previous block is stored. Thus,
a set of existing blocks are joined together forming a hash-supported chain.
As the length of the chain increases, more resilient it becomes against falsification. Moreover, if a malicious user wants to change or alter the transactions
of a block, he/she must make the corresponding changes in all the subsequent
blocks as they are linked through hashes. Figure 1 shows the basic structure
of blockchain that is implemented on the network.
There are mainly two types of nodes in the blockchain. The first type of
nodes is known as a passive node or validating node and are responsible for the
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Fig. 1: Basic structure of blockchain

storage and reading of the block data, but they cannot create a new block or
trigger transaction. The second type of node is known as miner node and can
also generate a block and validate transactions. In order to validate new blocks
and attach them to the genesis blockchain, a number of consensus algorithms
are used. The consensus process enable blockchain network nodes to agree
upon adding a new block to the blockchain. One such consensus algorithm
in the Bitcoin network is called Proof-of-Work (PoW). In PoW algorithm, a
mathematical puzzle is added that must be solved by miner nodes to validate
a block. The difficulty of the puzzle can be changed according to the computation power of the miner nodes, and the time needed to validate new blocks.
The PoW algorithm is used in environments where there is no restriction on
computation power [50]. Miners are rewarded for adding new blocks, which is
one of main motivation for nodes to participate as minors. Apart from PoW,
there are other alternative consensus algorithms including the Proof-of-stack
(PoS) algorithm [22], Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm [21], and the Ripple
algorithm [20]. To address the limitations of PoW algorithm, the PoS is proposed. In PoS algorithm, there are nodes called forgers that validate the new
blocks. The forgers are selected by the size of their account balance, and the
amount they are willing to lock up as a stack. The node having a higher stake
has a greater chance to validate a block and attach it to the genesis blockchain.
Ripple utilizes XRP Ledger Consensus Protocol to achieves consensus in the
network. This protocol makes use of a Unique Node List (UNL) maintained
by each node in the ripple network. The transactions are batched in a data
structure named Candidate Set. Each transaction in the candidate set requires
80% votes to become part of the ledger [51]. The protocol is energy efficient.
However, it is generally considered centralized as it requires vote from selected
nodes.
The selection of these algorithms depends on the application area and features
like minimum resource requirements, ease of access, latency, and privacy [23].
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2.2 Related Work
This section discusses the related work of the authentication and access control
mechanisms proposed for IoT.
Fan et al. [13] proposed an authentication mechanism that is based on
wearable devices, smart-phones and a cloud server. The manufacturers of the
smart-phones and wearable devices add details of the devices to the cloud. To
save space in the wearable device and smart-phone, the sensed data is transferred to the cloud. Symmetric key cryptography is employed in the proposed
mechanism. The main problem with the mechanism is that, all symmetric keys
are stored in a centralized server making the mechanism prone to a single point
of failure attack.
In [18], authors proposed a proximity-based authentication mechanism between the smart-phone and the IoT device. The problem defined by the researcher is that the existing mechanisms don’t provide security against physical attacks like impersonation attack and device capturing. In the proposed
mechanism researchers used the RSS signal variation concept and to match
the variations with the real one, RSS-trace concept is used. The issue with
the proposed work is that it requires the storage of authentication data on a
centralized local server. Moreover, the mechanism requires the devices to be
close enough if they want to authenticate each other.
Aman et al. [8] proposed a lightweight authentication mechanism without
the need for storing the secret keys in a central server. The problem identified by the researcher in this paper is that the existing mechanism require to
store authentication credentials on a secure server. The proposed mechanism
is based on Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs), the physical functions that
are based on the physical properties of the devices and are nearly impossible
to impersonate. The issue with the proposed mechanism is that it requires at
least 5 exchanges of authentication messages. Moreover, PUF based authentication data is stored on the server node that is prone to single point of failure
attack.
In [12], the authors proposed an efficient authentication mechanism for end
devices that require very less information about devices thus increasing its
privacy. The mechanism is composed of short group signatures and Shamir’s
secret sharing scheme. The Shamir’s secret sharing scheme is used for the
establishment and distribution of encryption keys for secure communication
while a short group signature provides anonymity to the signers’ identity.
The main problem with the proposed mechanism is that it needed to store the
secret in every device to anonymize the identity and thus requires high storage.
Moreover, the mechanism requires a higher number of message exchange for
authentication.
Prosanta et al. [16] proposed a lightweight two-factor authentication mechanism for IoT devices that not only authenticate the IoT device but also incorporate the physical properties of the device to identify and eliminate the
physical attacks on the device like impersonation attacks and side channel
attacks. The main limitation in the proposed mechanism is that the authenti-
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cation data is stored in a centralized server. Moreover, the mechanism requires
5 exchanges of messages between the device and the server.
In [5], authors focused on the problem of remote attestation mechanisms
of the devices for either IoT or Cyber-Physical Systems. The devices involved
in such systems are resource constraint and thus could not handle complex
computation. The authors proposed a software-based remote authentication
mechanism that is based on the physical behaviour of the devices. In the
proposed mechanism the memory is filled, and the filling rate is monitored.
The mechanism requires the storage of hardware properties on a local server.
Every time a device wants to authenticate, the hardware signature is taken
for the device and matched with the one stored on the local server. Thus,
the mechanism is not efficient for the environments which involve resource
constrained devices.
Georgios et al. [14] proposed a lightweight secure authentication mechanism
for the industrial IoT devices so that they can securely communicate with
each other and transfer the sensed data. The proposed mechanism is based
on hash functions and XOR operations and requires less energy as compared
to the asymmetric based mechanism. The main problem with the proposed
mechanism is that, it requires the storage of the authentication data on a
local server. Thus, the mechanism is vulnerable to a single point of failure.
Authors in [15] proposed a remote validation mechanism to identify the
node trust and to monitor their behaviour in real time environments. The
problem identified by the researchers is that, most of the remote authentication
mechanisms deployed in the perception layer are not able to continuously
validate the trust level of a node, and are unable to provide tracking of these
sensing nodes. The authors proposed a trust measurement model in which the
data transmission behaviour of the sensing node is taken under consideration.
It then uses hash operations to generate a trust threshold value and stores it
on a local server. The mechanism is not secure against single point of failure
attacks. Moreover, the mechanism requires 4 stages of message exchange for
the completion of the authentication process. This makes the mechanism not
suitable for the resource constrained devices.
In [17] authors proposed a group authentication mechanism that allows a
group of devices to authenticate before entering into the system. The proposed
mechanism has three main entities: device, a group leader and a home subscriber server. The device must be registered and authenticated by the home
subscriber server to enter the network. The main drawback of the proposed
mechanism is that the home subscriber server stores all the authentication
data for the various groups of IoT devices, and, thus, is prone to single point
of failure.
The authors in [11] analysed the applicability of the blockchain concept
to overcome various security issues in IoT. The work propose an authentication mechanism which is based on blockchain. It provides a decentralized
authentication for IoT. The main issue with the proposed mechanism is that
the devices of one system cannot communicate with the devices of a different
system. Thus, it is not applicable to a number of distributed IoT applications
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where it is critical to allow communication between IoT devices belonging to
different systems.
To summarize, Table 1 provides technical comparison of the studied related work. The main challenge for providing security in IoT systems is that
the nodes of IoT systems are mostly resource-constrained and are heterogeneous in nature that limits their ability to host complex cryptographic algorithms [36]. These devices are deployed in an open environment that readily
increases the risk of being the victim of physical attacks. In addition, the existing mechanisms are mostly centralized and suffer from the scalability issue
due to their centralized orientation [52]. They are mainly based on a single
authorized entity to which all the IoT devices are connected. The devices communicate with the central entity for various purposes such as authentication
and communication of time-sensitive data. These mechanisms perform well
when the size of the network is small and devices are deployed in the close
proximity of the central entity. However, centralized approaches are not suitable for those IoT systems where operations are time-sensitive and the devices
are deployed in a distributed manner. For example, devices deployed at a large
distance from the central entity may introduce high-latency when it comes to
authenticating IoT devices and processing time-sensitive data [53].

Table 1: Technical comparison of existing mechanisms
Paper

Mechanism
Orientation

Encryption
Type

[13]

Centralized

Symmetric

[14]

Centralized

Asymmetric

[18]

Centralized

Symmetric

[8]

De-Centralized

Symmetric

[12]

Centralized

Symmetric

[5]

Centralized

Asymmetric

[15]

Centralized

Asymmetric

[11]

De-Centralized

[16]
[17]

Key
Generation
Mechanism
Random
number
generator
algorithm
Random number
generator and
Hash
function
Hash Functions
and XOR
operation based
XOR operation
based

Mutual
Authentication

Access
Control

Data
Integrity

Data
Anonymity

O

7

7

O

O

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

O

O

O

7

Shamir’s secret
sharing

7

7

7

O

FE.Gen algorithm

O

O

O

7

7

O

O

O

Asymmetric

Random number
generator and
Hash function
ECC

O

O

O

7

Centralized

Symmetric

PUF and FE

O

O

O

O

Centralized

Asymmetric

ECC

O

O

O

7
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3 Proposed Mechanism
The main aim of this work is to provide a blockchain-based distributed authentication and authorization mechanism that allows communication among
devices from various systems. The communication can either be made between
the devices of the same system or between devices belonging to different ones.

3.1 System Architecture
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed mechanism and refers to 2 layers, device layer,
and Fog Layer, with focus on the latter in this paper.
Device Layer This layer mainly contains IoT devices that are deployed in different environments for sensing, actuating and communication. These devices sense and generate data that may be further transmitted to other
devices like actuators. IoT devices can be grouped together based on the
system type. For example, in figure 2, there are different types of systems
e.g., smart home, smart hospital and smart school. The devices belonging
to these systems often want to communicate with each other to provide
value-added services.
Fog Layer This layer contains a network of blockchain-enabled fog nodes that
work together via the Internet. The fog nodes are generally owned by different parties and may not come from the same provider. Each system (such
as a smart hospital) and all its corresponding smart devices are associated
with a nearest blockchain-enabled fog node. These blockchain-enabled fog
nodes communicate with each other for the synchronization of data associated with authentication and authorization. A smart contract, which
contains a set of rules, can also be defined on top of the blockchain-enabled
fog nodes. It provides an essential add-on in terms of executing transactions only if they comply with a pre-defined policy. Moreover, to validate
the transactions, the consensus algorithm is executed, and blocks are created for these transactions [11]. The transaction blocks are shared among
blockchain-enabled fog nodes to support authentication and authorization
in a distributed fashion.
3.1.1 Types of Communications
In the proposed mechanism, there are primarily three types of communications that include device-to-fog communication, fog-to-fog communication and
device-to-device communication.
Device-to-Fog Communication: The device-to-fog communication has two
main objectives in the proposed mechanism. The first objective is to register
the IoT system and devices with the blockchain-enabled fog node. And the
second objective is to authenticate the devices when it tends to enter into the
network.
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Fig. 2: Architecture of proposed mechanism
Fog-to-Fog Communication: The main objective of fog-to-fog communication is the synchronization of the authentication and authorization data among
all the blockchain-enabled fog nodes.
Device-to-Device Communication: When two devices (either belong to the
same system or a different one) once successfully authenticated, they are now
able to initialize secure connection and transfer data among each other.
3.1.2 Authentication of IoT Devices
Each IoT system has a corresponding blockchain-enabled fog node that is closest to the system and is used for the registration and authentication of the IoT
devices belonging to the same system. The devices will first register with their
corresponding blockchain-enabled fog node. The identity of these devices is
stored in the blockchain as transaction and blocks are created for them. These
blocks are then distributed among all the other connected blockchain-enabled
fog nodes. If a device belonging to a group wants to authenticate, it will provide its identification credentials to the corresponding blockchain-enabled fog
node. The blockchain validates the provided credentials and if the credentials
appear to be valid then the devices will be successfully authenticated. Otherwise, the device will be rejected and will not be allowed to enter into the
network.
3.1.3 Access Control for IoT Devices
The proposed mechanism also provides access control for the devices in the IoT
system. In the proposed mechanism the devices can only communicate with
devices that are registered with blockchain-enabled fog nodes and are authenticated. The device that is not registered on the blockchain cannot authenticate
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itself and thus is not allowed to communicate with the authenticated devices
either it is in the same group or it belongs to another group. This will reduce
the possibility of the interaction of the malicious device with the legitimate
device. Moreover, the device can only register to one blockchain-enabled fog
node.
3.1.4 Key Generation Algorithm
In the proposed mechanism Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
algorithm is used for the generation of public and private keys for the devices
and the fog nodes. The selection of this algorithm is made on the basis of
the comparison among various encryption algorithm presented by [25]. The
ECDSA algorithm requires less power as compared to other and has same
security level as of Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA).

3.2 System Functioning
In this section, the overall working of the proposed system is briefly explained.
The proposed mechanism consists of three main phases that include, the initialization phase, device authentication phase and device-to-device communication phase. In the initialization phase, registration of the system and its
corresponding devices are discussed. The system initialization phase allow
new systems to register with the network and ensures that all systems are
uniquely identifiable. Once a new system is registered with the network, the
next phase is the device registration phase. In the device registration phase,
smart devices are allowed to get registered with the network. These devices are
registered against their corresponding systems (already registered) in order to
be part of the network. The device registration phase is followed by the device
authentication phase where the devices are authenticated with the blockchainenabled fog nodes. The registration phase provides a certificate to a device so
that it can be authenticated with the blockchain-enabled fog nodes. In this
phase, the authentication certificate provided by the device is analyzed. If all
the authentication conditions are met, then the device is allowed to become
part of the network. This phase ensures that only authorised devices can join
the network. Finally, in the device-to-device communication phase, the communications between the devices either belong to the same groups or different
is discussed. In this phase, devices belonging to various systems are allowed to
communicate with each other and share critical data between them.
3.2.1 Assumptions
Prior to proceeding with the proposed mechanism, we deem appropriate to
clarify the assumptions made:
– Blockchain-enabled fog nodes are legitimate and trusted.
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– The system can securely share the signature (generated by the fog nodes)
with the legitimate devices of that system.
– The system admin is trusted, and all the actions carried out by the admin
are legitimate.
This is further explained in section 3.2.2. The proposed mechanism requires
an initialization phase in which the systems and the devices are registered by
their respective admins on the blockchain-enabled fog nodes.
3.2.2 Initialization Phase
In the initialization phase, the system and its corresponding devices are registered with the blockchain-enabled fog nodes. The registration is required
in order to allow the devices to be re-authenticated. It further consists of
two phases: (i)registration phase, and (ii) the device registration phase. These
phases are explained below:
System Registration Phase: In this phase, an admin registers a system on
the nearest blockchain-enabled fog node using a unique System ID (SID).
After the successful registration, a block is created for that system and is
distributed among all the blockchain-enabled fog nodes present on the Fog
Layer. Furthermore, a new certificate is generated by the registering fog node
for the newly registered system which contains (SID) of the registered system,
that is used in the device registration phase. Figure 3 shows the complete
process of the system registration phase. Moreover, the steps shown in figure
3 are explained below.

Fig. 3: Registration of system on blockchain-enabled fog node

1. The system admin first generates a unique (SID) for the new system that is
made up of the system name and the last 5 hashed digits of the blockchainenabled fog node Media Access Control address (MAC address), randomized to ensure the uniqueness of the (SID). The system admin then shares
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this (SID) information with the corresponding blockchain-enabled fog node
by creating a transaction T1 .
SID = System Name + SHA-1(MAC of Blockchain-enabled Fog Node)
T1 = FP K (SID)
Here FP K is the public key of the blockchain enabled fog node used to
encrypt the message.
2. The blockchain-enabled fog node using the smart contract first verifies the
transaction by checking if the given (SID) exists in the blockchain or not.
Algorithm 1 describes this rule for the system registration phase.
Algorithm 1: System Registration Rule for Smart Contract
Parameters:
block chain: Blockchain
sys: Object
1

begin
// Checking if the provided system ID exists in the
blockchain or not

2

if (SID exists(sys.id,block chain) = true) then
// If the provided system ID exists in the blockchain
than return error

3
4
5

return error()
else
register SID(sys.id,block chain) // Register the provided
system ID with blockchain

3. If the (SID) already exists in the blockchain, the transaction will not be
allowed, and the registration process will be halted with an error notification.
4. If the (SID) does not exist in the blockchain, the smart contract will allow
the transaction and a new block will be created for it. Furthermore, this
block will also be distributed among other blockchain-enabled fog nodes.
5. If the system is successfully registered, the blockchain-enabled fog node
will generate a certificate for the (SID) using its private key FIK and send
this certificate to the system admin by making another transaction T2 .
T2 = U IDP K (FIK (SID))
Here U IDP K is the public key of the admin. Admin extracts the certificate
by using its private key U IDIK when transaction T2 is received.
U IDIK (U IDP K (FIK (SID)) = FIK (SID)
This certificate FIK (SID) is distributed among all other devices of the
corresponding system.
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Device Registration Phase: Once the system is successfully registered on the
blockchain-enabled fog node, the next phase is the device registration phase.
In this phase, the system admin securely shares the certificate it received from
the blockchain-enabled fog node, with the devices who wish to connect to this
system as shown in figure 4. Furthermore, system admin also shares the list of
public addresses of the devices that receive a certificate with the blockchain
enabled-fog node. The addresses are saved in the blockchain in order to protect
the addition of any malicious device even if the adversary is able to spoof the
(SID) certificate.

Fig. 4: Distribution of Signature Among Things of Smart Home
After the secure distribution of the certificate, each device generates another certificate called registration token using its private key EIDIK . This
token is unique for each device. This token contains the device ID (EID), device
public address (EIP) and system ID (SID) provided by the system admin.
registration token = EIDIK (EID, EIP, SID)
The device sends this token along with the (SID) certificate to the blockchainenabled fog node. Here the smart contract checks the legitimacy of the (SID)
certificate and the existence of the (SID) in the blockchain. If the provided
certificate is legitimate and (SID) exists in the blockchain, the smart contract
will verify whether the public key used for the verification of registration token
is present in the blockchain or not. This should be the same public address that
was saved by the system admin earlier. After all the confirmations the smart
contract allows the transaction and a block of mapping between the device ID
(EID), system ID (SID) and device IP (EIP) is created. This block is then
distributed among all the blockchain-enabled fog nodes. Lastly, the fog node
provides a new certificate named auth pass to the newly registered device. This
auth pass contains the mapping which is created above. This auth pass will be
used by the device for authentication in future. Figure 5 shows the complete
process of device registration with blockchain-enabled fog node.
Steps shown in figure 5 are explained below.
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Fig. 5: Registration of Device on Blockchain-Enabled Fog Node

1. Device sends the registration token along with the (SID) certificate to the
blockchain-enabled fog node by making transaction T3 .

T3 = FP K (EIDIK (EID, EIP, SID), FIK (SID))

FP K is the public key of the fog node used for encryption of message. The
fog node verifies the authenticity of the received packet by applying its
private key FIK . The certificate FIK (SID) is also verified by the blockchain
enabled fog node in order to complete the device registration phase.

FIK (FP K (EIDIK (EID, EIP, SID), FIK (SID))) =
EIDIK (EID, EIP, SID), FIK (SID)
FP K (FIK (SID)) = SID
EIDP K (EIDIK (EID, EIP, SID)) = EID, EIP, SID

2. Here the smart contract deployed over the blockchain-enabled fog node
checks the existence of provided (SID) and (EID) in the blockchain. Algorithm 2 describes this rule for the device registration phase.
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Algorithm 2: Device Registration Rules for Smart Contract
Parameters:
block chain: Blockchain
sys: Object
div : Object
1

begin
// Checking if the provided system ID exists in the
blockchain or not

2

if (SID exists(sys.id,block chain) = true) then
// Checking if the provided device ID exists in the
blockchain or not

3

if (EID exists(sys.id,block chain) = false) then
// Checking if the provided device public address
exists in the blockchain or not

4
5

if div.pk = EIP then
create mapping(sys.id, div.id, div.pk, block chain)
// Saving the mapping of device ID, system ID and
device public address

6
7

else
return error()

// If any of the above conditions is not
met than system will return error

3. If (SID) does not exist or the device with ID (EID) is already registered in
the blockchain then the transaction will not be allowed, and the registration
process will be terminated.
4. If SID exists in the blockchain and (EID) is unique and new to blockchain,
the smart contract verifies the existence of public key EIDP K used for
token verification in the blockchain. If the correct match is found in the
blockchain smart contract allow the transaction. A new block is created
which contains the mapping of (SID), (EID) and (EIP). Furthermore, the
block is distributed among other blockchain-enabled fog nodes deployed in
Fog Layer.
5. After the successful registration of the device, the blockchain-enabled fog
node will generate an auth pass and send it to the device by making another
transaction T4 .
T4 = EIDP K (FIK (SID, EID, EIP ))
When the device receives this transaction, the device will extract the
auth pass from the received packet.
EIDIK (EIDP K (FIK (SID, EID, EIP ))) = FIK (SID, EID, EIP )
auth pass = FIK (SID, EID, EIP )
This auth pass will be used by the device at the time of authentication.
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3.2.3 Device Authentication Phase
After the initialization phase, there is an authentication phase in which the
devices registered with the specific system are required to be authenticated
on the blockchain-enabled fog nodes. A device sends the auth pass to the
blockchain-enabled fog node. This auth pass contains the mapping of (SID),
(EID) and the device public address (EIP). The auth pass verifies the following conditions to authenticate and allow devices to communicate with other
authenticated devices: (i) SID exists in the blockchain, (ii) (EID) exists in the
blockchain, (iii) public address (EIP) used for the verification of transaction
is associated with the saved public address (EIP), and (iv) there exists a valid
mapping between (SID), (EID) and (EIP). The complete process of device
authentication is shown in figure 6.

Fig. 6: Authentication of Device on Fog Node

Steps shown in figure 6 are explained below.
1. Device encrypts the auth pass with its private key and sends it to the
blockchain-enabled fog node by triggering a transaction T5 .
T5 = EIDIK (FIK (SID, EID, EIP ))
The blockchain-enabled fog node verifies the legitimacy of the received
packet by applying the public key of device EIDP K .
EIDP K (EIDIK (FIK (SID, EID, EIP ))) = FIK (SID, EID, EIP )
To verify the extracted auth pass, blockchain-enabled fog node applies its
public key FP K .
FP K (FIK (SID, EID, EIP )) = SID, EID, EIP
2. Here the smart contract checks the existence of given (SID) in the blockchain.
Algorithm 3 describes this rule for the device authentication phase.
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Algorithm 3: Device Authentication Rules for Smart Contract
Parameters:
block chain: Blockchain
sys: Object
div : Object
1

begin
// Checking if the provided system ID exists in the blockchain
or not

2

if (SID exists(sys.id,block chain) = true) then
// Checking if the provided device ID exists in the
blockchain or not

3

if (EID exists(sys.id,block chain) = true) then
// Checking if the provided public address of device
exists in the blockchain or not

4

if (div.pk = EIP) then
// Checking if the provided authentication details
exists as mapping in the blockchain

5

6

7
8

if (validate mapping(sys.id,div.id,div.pk,block chain)
= true) then
//Device Authenticated Successfully
else
return error()

// If any of the above conditions is not met
than system will return error
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3. If (SID) does not exist in blockchain the authentication process is ended
with error, otherwise the process continues to the next step.
4. The smart contract checks the existence of given (EID) in the blockchain.
5. If the given (EID) does not exist in the blockchain, the authentication
process halts with an error. Otherwise, the process continues to the next
step.
6. The smart contract now checks that the given mapping (SID, EID, EIP)
is valid or not.
7. If the mapping is not valid then the device will not be authenticated.
Otherwise, the process continues to the next step.
8. At the end, the public address of the device (EIP) is compared with the one
stored for the same device at the time of registration (i.e., (EIP)). If the
keys are same than the device will be successfully authenticated, otherwise
the device will not be authenticated.

3.2.4 Device-to-Device Communication Phase
In device-to-device communication phase, two devices either from the same
group or different, communicate with each other. Before they communicate
both the devices are mutually authenticated on blockchain-enabled fog node.
For example, device Dv1 from the System SA wants to communicate with device Dv2 that belongs to System S2 . The device Dv1 sends a transaction to
blockchain-enabled fog node in which the device provides its auth pass and
the (EID) of device Dv2 . The blockchain-enabled fog node will verify the
auth pass. If the certificate is verified successfully, the next step is to verify whether the (EID) exists in the blockchain or not. After the validations of
the mapping and associations, a block is created in the blockchain by storing
the mapping of the device IDs (EID1 , EID2 ), and a secure communication
channel is established between the devices. The main goal of creating a block
is to avoid re-authentications, whenever they want to communicate with each
other. Moreover, it also provides security against repudiation. Figure 7 shows
the complete process of communication between the two devices.
Steps shown in figure 7 are explained below.

1. Device sends a transaction T6 to the blockchain-enabled fog node, containing its auth pass and the (EID) of the device to which it wants to communicate. For example, device A from system A wants to communicate with
device B belonging to system B. Device A will send the transaction containing the auth pass of device A and EID of device B, to blockchain-enabled
fog node A.
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Fig. 7: Communication between IoT Devices

T6 = EIDAIK (FAIK (SIDA , EIDA , EIPA ), EIDB )

Here EIDAIK is the private key of the device A to encrypt the message.
The blockchain-enabled fog node extracts the auth pass and device ID
EIDB by applying the public key of device A (i.e., EIDAP K ).

EIDAP K (EIDAIK (FAIK (SIDA , EIDA , EIPA ), EIDB )) =
FAIK (SIDA , EIDA , EIPA ), EIDB
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Algorithm 4: Device-to-Device Communication Rules for
Smart Contract
Parameters:
block chain: Blockchain
sys: Object
div : Object
1

begin
// Checking if the provided system ID for the 1st device
exists in the blockchain or not

2

if (SID exists(sysA.id,block chain) = true) then
// Checking if the provided device ID for the 1st device
exists in the blockchain or not

3

if (EID exists(divA.id,block chain) = true) then
// Checking if the provided public address of 1st
device exists in the blockchain or not

4

if (divA.pk = EIP A) then
// Checking if the provided authentication details
for 1st device exists as mapping in the
blockchain

5

if (validate mapping(sysA.id,divA.id,divA.pk,block chain)
= true) then
// Checking if the provided device ID for the
2nd device exists in the blockchain or not

6

7

8
9

if EID exists(divB.id,block chain) = true)
then
//Secure Communication Established
among Devices
else
return error()

// If any of the above conditions is not

met than system will return error

The blockchain-enabled fog node will verify the auth pass by applying its
public key FAP K .
FAP K (FAIK (SIDA , EIDA , EIPA )) = SIDA , EIDA , EIPA
2. Here, smart contract verifies that the SIDA exists in the blockchain. Algorithm 4 describes this rule for the device-to-device communication phase.
3. The verification is received from the blockchain. If provided SIDA does not
exist in the blockchain, the communication cannot be initialized. Otherwise
the process moves to next step.
4. The smart contract verifies that the provided EIDs (EIDA and EIDB )
exists in the blockchain or not.
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Table 2: Specification of Nodes used in the Experimentation
Type of
Node
Laptop
Raspberry
Pi
Laptop

Node
Role

Processor
Type

Max CPU
Speed
MHz

64-bit

2800

32-bit

700

Fog
Node
IoT
Node
IoT
Node

64-bit

2321

Operating
System
Ubuntu
18 LTS
Raspbian
5.6.12
Ubuntu
18 LTS

Quantity

Make

Model

3

Dell

Vostro
3750

3

Raspberry
Pi

3B

HP

ProBook
450

3

5. If any of the (EID) is missing in the blockchain, the communication cannot
be initialized, otherwise the process moves to the next step.
6. The smart contract validates that the given mapping (SIDA , EIDA , EIPA ).
7. If the mapping appeared is invalid or not defined in the blockchain, the
communication cannot be allowed.
8. Finally, smart contract allows the transaction and a mapping between the
device IDs (EIDA , EIDB ).
Figure 8 shows the sequence diagram of the device-to-device communication in the proposed mechanism.

4 Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we first validate the proposed method against the security requirements and attacks it can tackle, similar to the work presented in [11]. We
then evaluate the proposed method in terms of execution time and power consumption, and compare our proposed method with the state-of-art mechanism
given in [11].

4.1 Experimental setup
In order to provide the validation of the proposed mechanism, evaluation based
on 100 experiments is presented in this paper. The experimental setup contained three laptops acting as fog nodes, three laptops and three raspberry pi
systems acting as IoT nodes. Each fog node was connected to two raspberry
pi systems. Table 2 shows the testing environment for the proposed mechanism. These end nodes were developed using C++ language in order to allow
interaction among them. The selection of experimental setup was based on the
previous related work [11]. All the communication among the nodes was done
using the JsonRPC library.
QTframework [37] used for the implementation of nodes to allow the execution of the application on various platforms. Thus, making the application platform-independent. Ganache-cli was used in the validation process
for an emulated environment for Ethereum, which was very close to real
Ethereum deployment. Another main reason for using Ganache was to provide
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Device A

Smart Contract

Blockchain

T6 =
EIDAIK (FAIK (SIDA
EIDA , EIPA ), EIDB )

alt
SID exists(sysA.id, block chain)

IF SID exists(sysA.id, block chain) = true

THAN EID exists(divA.id, block chain)

IF EID exists(divA.id, block chain) = true
THAN IF
EIDAP K = EIPA

THAN
validate mapping(sysA.id, divA.id, divA.pk)
IF validate mapping(sysA.id, divA.id, divA.pk)
= true

THAN EID exists(divB.id, block chain)

IF EID exists(divB.id, block chain) = true

Secure Communication Established

Fig. 8: Sequence Diagram of Device-to-Device Communication

accounts with dummy ether for testing smart contract. For the deployment of
the smart contract, Truffle was used to provide the compilation and deployment of a smart contract. Truffle used the latest solidity compiler for the
compilation of smart contract. In order to allow procedure calls among the
nodes and the Ethereum blockchain, the QJSON-RPC library used, which
is a lightweight and efficient library for a resource-constrained environment
and supports JSON-RPC 2.0 [43]. Table 3 shows the list of tools used in the
validation of the proposed mechanism.

Device B
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Table 3: Description of the Tools used in the Experimentation
Ganache-cli
QTframework
Truffle
JsonRPC
Remix

Ethereum emulator.
IDE for the development of the node interface in C++.
For the compilation and deployment of smart contract.
For the realization of communication between node and blockchain.
IDE for the development of smart contract.

4.2 Evaluation Against the Security Requirements and Attacks
This section discusses the proposed mechanism compliance with the security
requirements. These requirements include confidentiality [29], integrity [38],
identification [24], non-repudiation [39], authentication [11] and mutual authentication [28].
4.2.1 Integrity
To achieve data integrity in the system, the data is first signed using the private
key of the sender before sending data to the receiver. This is done to create a
data packet using the ECDSA algorithm that is supported by Ethereum. The
final data packet contains the data, the hash of that data and the signature
generated by the sender [29]. The receiver verifies it by using the address of
the signer and the hash attached to the received data.
4.2.2 Identification
To achieve this security requirement, device identification (ID) is compulsory
for any device that wants to enter into the system. Each device that is registered with the system has a unique ID, and if any device wants to communicate
with other devices in the system, it has to provide the identity of the listening
device. In addition to the registration of a device, the system is also registered
with a unique ID as well. Therefore, the device can extract the information
about the ID of the sender device and can also know the system to which the
device belongs [29].
4.2.3 Non-Repudiation
All the transactions in the system are signed by their respective private keys.
Therefore, a sender cannot deny (repudiate) having performed a transaction
[39].
4.2.4 Mutual Authentication
As discussed in section 3, the proposed mechanism contains the incorporation
of an auth pass. Each device that is a part of the system has a valid auth pass.
This increases trust among other nodes to communicate with each other. The
auth pass is generated using the private key of the fog node. Consequently, if
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any entity wants to generate fake auth passes, it will require a private key of
the fog node that is often secured and hard to retrieve [40].

4.2.5 Authentication
For the authentication of a device, the device must first register with the
system. If the device is already registered, the system will haves its associated
public address and valid mappings (discussed in section 3). Once the smart
contract checks the existence and legitimacy of the details provided by the
device, it will allow the device to make transactions in the system.

4.2.6 Spoof Attack
To successfully launch a spoof identity attack, the attacker needs the device
ID, the system ID and the private key of that device. If the attacker somehow
gets the device and system ID, the attacker will still need the private key to
spoof the device identity [39].

4.2.7 Sybil Attack
Sybil attack requires the attacker to create fake identities in order to inject
false information in the system. In the proposed mechanism, the devices are
not allowed to get multiple identities thus, each device will have only one ID
that is already registered on the system. The message generated by a device
is first signed with the corresponding private key [42]. Thus, the chances of
generating fake identities or injecting false messages into the system have been
reduced to zero.

4.2.8 Message Replay Attack
In the proposed mechanism, all transactions (messages) generated in the system are associated with a unique transaction ID and time-stamp. Thus, a
replay message with an already accepted transaction ID will be rejected by
the system. Hence, providing protection against the message replay attack [18].

4.2.9 Substitution Attack
In the proposed mechanism, all transactions are first signed with the sender’s
private key and then are allowed to share with other nodes. Thus, if an attacker
tries to modify the message, the signature will falsify this and will be caught
during signature recovery process [41].
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Table 4: Time Comparison of Different Operations
Approach

Proposed
Approach
Bubble of
Trust

Laptop
Time needed
Time needed
to generate
to generate
registration
data message
request
(ms)
(ms)
Average
SD
Average
SD

Raspberry Pi
Time needed
Time needed
to generate
to generate
registration
data message
request
(ms)
(ms)
Average
SD
Average
SD

1.069

0.10

0.03

0.0005

24.77

0.013

0.69

0.0042

1.56

0.13

0.04

0.001

28.03

0.045

0.82

0.029

4.3 Evaluation in Terms of Execution Time and Power Consumption
The main concern of this research work is to provide a security mechanism
that is readily hosted by resource-constrained nodes in the network. Thus, the
time needed for a message to fully propagate in the blockchain network and the
network latency issue are out of the scope of this study. The experimentation
is performed in order to calculate:
– The time needed by the node for making the registration request.
– The time needed by the node for sending a data message.
– The CPU power consumed by the node for making the request for registration.
– The CPU power utilized by the node for the sending a data message.
4.3.1 Time Consumption
Two important factors for IoT devices are considered during the experimentation: time consumption and power consumption. The first factor is the minimum amount of time required by a device in order to generate the association
request for a system. After registration, the device will be given an authentication pass that will only be used when a device wants to re-authenticate
with the same or another system. Table 4 shows the average and standard
deviation of the time required to generate a registration request. It shows the
time comparison of the proposed approach with the bubble of trust [11]. The
average time required by a laptop (currently acting as a IoT node) is 1.06 ms
with 0.10 ms standard deviation while the maximum time is 1.25 ms. The
time required by the IoT node to generate a data message is 0.03 ms with
the standard deviation of 0.0005 ms. The maximum time required by a laptop
acting as a IoT node to send data message is 0.08 ms. Thus, the standard
deviation, in this case is quite low. In [11], the authors also used the same
metric for the evaluation of their proposed approach. However, the association
time needed by the laptop acting as the IoT node is 1.56 ms and the time
needed to send a data message is 0.04 ms. In addition to this, the average
time required by the raspberry pi node acting as the IoT node for generating
association request is 24.77 ms with the standard deviation of 0.013 ms in
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(a) A

(b) B

Fig. 9: A: Time comparison for generating registration request, B: Time
comparison for sending data message
Table 5: Power comparison of different operations
Approach

Proposed
Approach
Bubble of
Trust

Laptop
Power needed
Power needed
to generate
to generate
registration
data message
request
(mWatt)
(mWatt)
Average
SD
Average
SD

Raspberry Pi
Power needed
Power needed
to generate
to generate
registration
data message
request
(mWatt)
(mWatt)
Average
SD
Average
SD

7.24

2.01

2.91

0.82

58.69

7.03

10.37

1.085

9.76

2.04

3.35

0.87

64.16

8.19

16.29

1.10

our mechanism with the maximum number of 26.61 ms. The time required to
generate and to send a data message is 0.09 ms and the standard deviation is
0.0042 ms, whereas the maximum time required to perform that operation is
0.13 ms.Moreover, the association time required in [11] is 28.03 ms, and the
time needed for sending a data message is 0.82 ms for the raspberry pi. The
larger value of time for raspberry is due to the complexity of operations needed
to be performed. Moreover, the raspberry pi is less resourceful as compared to
a laptop. This comparison can also be visualized in figures 9.
In figure 9 (A), a comparison of time required to generate association request is shown for both the laptop and raspberry pi acting as IoT nodes. Figure
12 (B) shows the comparison of the time needed to send data message for both
type of device.
4.3.2 Power Consumption
The second important factor is the amount of power that a resource-constrained
device consumes when associated to a system. Table 5 lists the average and
standard deviation of the amount of power required by an IoT node to complete
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(b) B

Fig. 10: A: CPU power comparison for a laptop, B: CPU power comparison
for a Raspberry Pi

the registration process. It shows the comparative analysis of our mechanism
with the mechanism proposed in [11]. The registration process includes the
power required by the IoT node to make an association with the system, and,
then, to send the data request to the blockchain. The main objective of associating power with the registration phase is due to the fact that IoT devices are
equipped with limited power supply. Existing approaches spent more power
by investing too many messages during the registration phase. Whereas, in the
proposed approach, the average amount of power required by an IoT device is
7.24 mWatt with a standard deviation of 2.01 mWatt in order to complete the
registration process with the maximum number of 10.32 mWatt. The average
amount of power required to send a message is 2.91 mWatt with the standard
deviation of 0.82 mWatt. The maximum amount of power consumed to send
the data message is 4.12 mWatt. While in [11], the average power of CPU
required by a laptop (IoT node) for the association task is 9.76 mWatt with
standard deviation of 2.04 mWatt. Likewise, the average power required by
the raspberry pi acting as the IoT node for completing the association process
is 58.69 mWatt with standard deviation of 7.03 mWatt, whereas the maximum value for generating association request is 80.58 mWatt. The average
power required by the raspberry pi node for sending the data message is 10.37
mWatt with a standard deviation of 1.085 mWatt and the maximum value is
13.17 mWatt in our technique. While, the average CPU power required by the
raspberry pi (IoT node) for the association is 64.16 mWatt with the standard
deviation of 8.19 mWatt for [11]. Similarly, the average CPU power required
by the laptop (IoT node) to send a data message is 3.35 mWatt with standard
deviation 0.87 mWatt. The raspberry pi consumed 16.29 mWatt when sending
a data message with standard deviation of 1.10 mWatt. This comparison is
further visualized in figure 10.
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4.4 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
In this section we compare the proposed mechanism with other authentication
techniques that are proposed for IoT. Figure 11 illustrates the comparison in
terms of the number of messages required for the authentication of IoT nodes
(node association) with a system.
As discussed earlier, operations like node association and message exchange
involve CPU power consumption. Therefore, as the number of messages between IoT nodes and the systems increases, the amount of power consumption
also increases. Moreover, greater the number of messages also negatively affect
the latency factor. In [13], the number of messages required to complete the authentication process is 5 seconds. Similarly, the majority of centralized systems
require more than two messages for the completion of the authentication process [11]. For example, the minimum amount of time required to complete the
authentication process in [49] is 2.137 seconds. But, this time readily increases
as the number of connected devices increases in the system. The mechanism
proposed in this research work requires only 69 milliseconds to generate and
send the authentication request. One limitation of the proposed approach is
the use of Ethereum blockchain for the evaluation of the proposed approach.
The Ethereum blockchain takes a minimum of 14 seconds to complete a transaction, which may add an additional delay to our proposed authentication
mechanism. This time-delay is due to the PoW consensus mechanism used
in the Ethereum blockchain. However, using other alternative consensus algorithms (PoS, Ripple, etc.) that are not computationally intensive can improve
the time-consuming factor.

Fig. 11: Comparison based on number of messages required for node
association
The proposed model can scale well in terms of the number of devices. As
the network expands, the number of connections, device registration requests
and number of blocks generated and to be stored increases. The model is
not affected by the increase in the number of connections and registration
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requests as the registration process is handled by fog nodes and the computation complexity is independent of the number of devices. Ethereum storage
requirement is very modest, however, if needed the devices can act as thin
clients and will store only the header of the blocks while the actual blocks
can reside on resourceful fog devices. High transaction throughput is well handled by Ethereum as it has an upper bound on the transaction time which is
achieved by varying the complexity level of consensus mechanism.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
IoT systems are expected to operate in a secure and distributed environment
with a stringent minimum delay requirement so that IoT devices can interact with each other in a secure manner to communicate and exchange timesensitive data. In this research, a novel authentication and access control mechanism is proposed for IoT that permits secure communication between devices
from the same IoT system as well as communication between devices from
different IoT systems. The proposed mechanism is based on the blockchain
technology to benefit from its cryptographic properties and distributed nature, and relies on fog computing to address the latency issues. The proposed
mechanism can be applied to a number of IoT scenarios. Moreover, security
requirements and an attack model are also defined to evaluate our approach
and test its ability to meet these requirements. In order to avoid the huge
amount of energy consummation require by PoW to verify each block, the future work would focus on the development of a lightweight consensus protocol
where miners will be nominated based on their trust value.
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